













from the Developmental Strategy. 
Several conferences have been held on the topic of the Dan-
ube - Sava Canal in recent years. Here are some facts: the 
planned route of the Canal is 61.4 km from the River Danube 












other things that in relation to the space, the construction of 
the canal was only presented for the houses on the route itself. 
However, almost as many houses will have to be removed 
from the contact zone as from the actual canal zone (96 hou-




extend outside  the Canal  zone  and probably  far beyond 
(planned drainage and irrigation)”. Thus, it can be assumed 
that other parts of the landscape in the populated area, such 
as forests and agricultural land, will also be affected. Yet, there 









change. In order to obtain reliable results in this area of re-




must clearly state the overall  interrelated forest ecosystem and 
its relationship with the water. The selected  linear clip of 
10,600 ha is not sufficient for the illustration and does not cor-
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